10,000 titles.
Unlimited streaming.
Perfect for your budget.

Kanopy BASE opens your institution to the world’s best academic streaming library with subjects and titles that meet diverse areas of study.

55% exclusively on Kanopy
We carefully crafted our subscription bundle to help professors, faculty, and staff enhance student outcomes, on and off campus. From fundamental subjects like Applied Sciences, Medicine, and DEI, to personal development skills like Mental Health, Nutrition, and Fitness, Kanopy BASE subscription customers get the benefit of our relevant, honed and powerful catalog, and will never pay for filler.

Kanopy BASE includes Multidisciplinary Coverage and Extensive Supplier Coverage:

- Film Studies
- Race & Class Studies
- Gender Studies
- Media Studies
- Global Studies
- Education
- History
- Sociology
- Psychology
- Law

- Art & Architecture
- Science, Technology & Engineering
- Political Science
- Health & Medicine
- Business
- Journalism
- Literature
- ESL & Languages
- World Cinema
- Music, Theater & Dance

Movie availability varies by country and region.

If you do not see your subject area of interest, ask us for details on the content that you are interested in!
The Kanopy Experience: Included with BASE

✔ A best-in-class user experience

We display our BASE package in the same modern, best-in-industry interfaces that users expect today. And we regularly update and improve each product and platform app.

✔ Watch anywhere

Stream films anytime, anywhere on a user’s preferred device.

Public Performance Rights (PPR)
Public Performance Rights (PPR) are included in many videos with no worry about copyright infringement.

Share & Integrate Videos
Easily add videos to LibGuides, LMSs, distance courses, and social media platforms.

Powerful Admin Tools
A robust administrative portal to facilitate detailed reports.

Marketing Support
Marketing support to maximize the value of your subscription.

Titles curated by subject experts
Our team of industry experts and film aficionados carefully select and know the titles in our catalog. It’s why we consider our catalog the best in academia.

Pricing
Kanopy BASE is determined by your school’s Full-Time Enrollment and is billed once upfront. There are never any setup fees or any other charges.

Lyrisis member libraries are eligible for a special discount offer. Please request your Lyrisis member price by emailing membersupport@lyrisis.org
The whole campus wins when Kanopy is your video resource

91% of faculty
say including streaming video and other digital media in course materials improves student outcomes. Here’s how Kanopy can help encourage deeper learning:

• Reinforce, stimulate, and enhance class lectures
• Introduce related or new topics to the course
• Encourage open discussion on key issues
• Embed video clips into course management systems such as Blackboard, Moodle, D2L, and Canvas
• Save favorite videos to watchlists
• Create and share supplemental excerpts and full videos with our custom playlist tool

75% of students
say lectures enhanced with streaming video and multimedia are more engaging. Encourage students’ retention in the classroom with these benefits:

• Utilize video as foundational and supplementary material for research papers and presentations with our extensive catalog
• Follow up and explore on a professor’s videoclips by watching the full video
• Share, save, and organize videos with custom playlists
• Discover key video moments with enhanced, customizable captioning and interactive, searchable transcripts
• Easily connect concepts with our keyword tags that link videos to related material
• Cite videos and export in up-to-date MLA, CMS, Harvard, and APA formats
• View videos anytime and anywhere using on our extensive apps and website

The whole campus wins when Kanopy is your video resource